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HI reionization: why is it important? 

Reionization 

Neutral 

Ionized 

First light 

- first structures produce γs 

that end the Dark Ages 

- γs affect gas cooling  

(consequently SF)  

- and the collapse of (small)  

dark matter halos 

- critical interplay 

- What sources were responsible  

  for reionization ? Were galaxies  

  responsible of that ?   

 

- When and how did reionization  

   Occur ?  

 

- What keeps the Universe  

   ionized down to lower redshift? 

Loeb, SA 2006 



HI reionization: constraints (1) WMAP 

Reionization 

Neutral 

Ionized 

First light 

WMAP : Thomson optical 

depth of the IGM  

via the large scale polarization 

→ Reion. began at z~10-15  

    (Dunkley+09) 

z(reion) = 10.6 
 

 1.2 

Komatsu+11 

(instantaneous) 
z(ri) = 17 
 

 3 

11<z(ri)<30 



HI reionization: constraints (2) Ly forest 

QSO Gunn-Peterson trough 

→ IGM ionized by z~6  (Fan+06, 

see also McGreer 2011) 

  



ULAS J1120+0641 

Damping wing @  

Z(systemic) = 7.085 

fHI > 0.1 
 

(Mortlock+11, Bolton+11) 

 



Looking at z~7 galaxies (PI A. Fontana) (Castellano+10; Fontana+10) 

Deep spectroscopic survey with VLT/FORS2, 3 masks 17h exposure each in three 

fields: GOODS-S , NTTDF ,  BDF  (+ UDS) 

9400A 9900A 

Ly-α at z=6.973 ? (Fontana+10) 

17h exposure 



Spectroscopic confirmation of LBGs at z > 7 
(Vanzella+11, ApJL, 730, 35; Pentericci et al. 2011) 

Separation : Dz = 4.4 Mpc, dSky=1.9 Mpc 
F(Lya)         : 1.6,1.2 x10^-17 erg/s/cm2/A (9-7 x 1042 erg/s) 

EW(Lya)    :~ 64, 50A (rest-frame)  
SFR(Lya)   :~ 9 Msol/yr  (Kennicutt+98)        
SFR(UV)    :~ 10 Msol/yr (Kennicutt+98)   
UV slope   :  β~ -3   (< -2 at 1σ) 
                   (still large uncertainties) 

z=7.01 

z=7.11 



Comparing the fraction of galaxies with Lyα emission 

in samples of LBGs at z~ 4,5, & 6 

(Vanzella+09 10, Pentericci+11, Ono+11, Schenker+11) 

The trend for increasing LAE fraction valid from z ~3 to  

z~6 is reversed at z > 6 

(at least for the intermediate line emission strenght) 

50 A > EW >20 A 



- QSOs ? Rapid decline in space density at  

   z>3 (e.g. Prochaska+09; Haardt+11). 

   AGNs ? Seems not sufficient (Cowie+09; 

   Glikman+11). 

- Star-forming galaxies are  

the leading candidates at z>3,  but ... 

What reionizes (and keeps ionized) the Universe? 

Faucher-Giguere+08 

What is the ionizing photon production  

rate from galaxies and their contribution  

to the global ionization rate of hydrogen? 

Question: 

Pawlik+09 

We must chart the abundance (LF) and SFR as a  

function of time  (redshift)  and  estimate fesc,  

escape fraction of ionizing photons from star-forming galaxies 



- Observationally, the transmission of the IGM is extremely low  

   at z>4.5, it is unpractical to estimate the fesc  directly from  

   galaxies at the epoch of reionization: 

 
   Measure fesc at z ~ 3 – 4  (~1Gyr after the end of reionization),  

            - Investigate the physical conditions and geometry  

               that allow ionizing photons to escape (LyC regime)  

            - Look for diagnostics in the non-LyC regime and 

               connect to higher-z Universe (z>6) 

   (UV slopes, nebular emission lines, etc. 

    e.g. Robertson, Ellis, Dunlop et al. 2010) 



Estimating fesc at z~3-4: Method 

Intrinsic ionizing photons unknown: 
commonly adopted strategy  
is to  compare the observed  
flux at LyC to the observed  
Flux at a frequency where  
the intrinsic emissivity  
can be inferred. 
  

1500Å FUV 

(Steidel et al. 2001, Shapley et al. 2006) 

We need deep observations ! 

e.g.,  Δm~5 → fesc~8%  

@ z~3, Av~0.5 



UV from galaxies: theoretical predictions 

Theoretical modeling (RT+SPH): 
 
fesc ↓ if redshift ↑ (Wood & Loeb+00) 
fesc ↑ if redshift ↑ (Razoumoz+06) 
fesc ↑ if redshift ↑ (Haardt+11) 
fesc ↓ if  halo mass ↑ (Wood & Loeb+00 
                                    Ricotti & Shull+00 
                                    Yajima+10)  
fesc ~ with redshift (Yajima+10)  
fesc ↓ if  halo mass ↓ (Gnedin+08)  
fesc ↑ for dwarf galaxies  
              (Wise & Cen+09) 
fesc ↑ for small galaxies  
              (Fernandez & Shull +11) 
.... 
 
Large variance on the predictions: 
SF, feedback, radiation transfer and  
geometry of the ISM distribution,  
all important ingredients.  
Require a treatment of Radiative  
transfer  



Estimating the fesc distribution of LBGs at z>3.4 

from GOODS-S 

1) Select sources with secure redshift in the range 3.4<z<4.5 (134) (Vanz+09; Balestra+10) 

2) Clean the sample from foreground contamination 
3) Exclude AGNs (but very useful as a control sample about IGM transmission…) 
4)  Estimate fesc with MC and stack (grouping sources) 

3.4<z<4.5   =>  U-band is probing rest 912A - 700A 

134 in total 

Vanzella et al 2010c 

L* 

FWHM 60-80Å 
at z~4.5-3.4 

LL@ z=3.4 



All 1D FORS2 spectra in the GOODS-S survey (Vanzella et al. 2009) 



Cleaning the sample: 32 out of 134 sources with > 2detection 

ACS      U ACS      U ACS      U ACS      U ACS      U 



GOODS+CANDELS high resolution imaging allow us to investigate this: 

 

(1) fesc measured properly (F1500/FLyC)
obs

 →  all have fesc  > 1   

(2) zphot, ACS + WFC3 → all have prob(z>3.4) < 1 %  (Guo et al. in prep). 

(3) ∆(B-V) = (B-V)
lbg

 – (B-V)
blob

 → related to transverse IGM transmission 

     Median for Uband sources (B-V)
blob 

= 0.24 (+0.40/-0.22)  

      Median for LBGs                 (B-V)
lbg   

= 1.85 (+0.95/-0.58) 

      For each pair, Δ(B-V) >1→ large ∆Tr(IGM) @ small transverse scales, 20kpc  

 

              Results: our offset U-band detections are more likely lower  

              redshift sources (Vanzella et al. in preparation). 

 

 

(4)  λ <<700A , WFC3 UV channels (F225, F275, F336), future. 

Are the spatially offset U-band emitters at the same 

redshift of the main (targeted) counterpart high-z galaxy ?  

I.e. , are they LyC emitters ? 



fesc from z>~3 galaxies: contamination from low-z 

Example 1 

Example in GOODS   z=3.41 
U 

Ground based: 

fesc     > 17%  

fesc,rel > 33% 

∆θ=0.5'' 

0<z<3.4 

BVi i775 

From U and HST: 

fesc     > 230%  

fesc,rel > 433% 

(L1500/L900)int=3, A1500=0.7,  

Tr(igm)=1 

PSF 

R 

z=3.4 

Prob. (zphot>3.4) < 1% 

∆(B-V) = 1.71 



SiII OI CII 
SiIV 

SiII 

Ly 

LyC emission from a LBG at z=3.8 ? (Example 2)  
(an extreme case in the HUD, U(AB)~28.63) 

fesc >~ 10 % 

U-band → seeing~0.8” → R-band 

←
 4

.5
” 

→
  

LBG 

∆(B-V)=1.69 

p(z>3.4)<1% 

[OII] or Hb, [OIII]4959-5007 in the filter ? 

2500    2900A  @  z=3.8 

  

 
(and 

van der Wel+11) 

WFC3/YJH 

Y → B 

J → G 

H → R  

ACS/BVi 



Cleaning the sample: 32 out of 134 sources with > 2detection 

Only one LBG detected ! 



The clean sample:  102 LBGs  <z>=3.8 
(No x-ray from stack) 

U-image depth 
1 ~ 30.4 AB 

 

Lyc 830-860 Å 



Results: stacking →  (f1500/f900)obs > 1400 ! 

Assumed a Tr(igm)=exp(-)=0.2 at <z>=3.6  

Convolved with U-band filter 

and L1500/L900=7, Av1500~0.7 from SED fit 

 

fesc less than 
0.02 - 0.05 

∆m ~ 8 mags 
Down to U(AB)~33 



Stacking the AGNs with z>3.4  (7 sources)  

Average Median 

Stacking the 30 bluest LBGs  (F(λ)~λβ)  

Average Median 

<z>   = 3.60 ,  <β>  = –2.10 [-1.91,-2.40] ,  <i
775

> = 25.17      

<z>   = 3.634,  <β> = -2.04 , <i
775

> = 24.12 

β derived from 

Castellano+11 

(arXiv-1109.1757) 

 

NO SIGNAL 

fesc < 0.06 

(fesc~fesc,rel) 

LBG 

AGN The IGM is not 

killing completely 

the ionizing photons 



LyC detection at z=3.795  (unique in the 102 LBG sample) 

Vanzella et al. (2010c) 

From SED fitting & optical specturm and imaging: 

- M* ~ 2x109 Msol,  Age<0.1Gyr 

- SFR~26 Msol/yr, EBV~0.0-0.03,  

- β = -1.9  

- Rhl 0.9 kpc (UV and B-band rest-frame),  

- No Lya,  weak ISM lines (?),  

- No X-ray (4Ms)   (Lx [2-10kev] < 3x1042 erg/s) 

LyC 

11 out of 13 bands from space 

Spitzer/MIPS 24um 

not detected 

50% < fesc < 100% : 
It could be an example of  

“stellar re-ionizer” if  
placed at z > 7  

Note: 

- The highest-z  

   known so far. 

 

- Not selectable  

  with NB Lya  

  surveys. 

50%<fesc<100% B-V=1.8, V-z=0.3 



fesc from galaxies: current observations 

Z~0  fesc ~ 0.01-0.02 MW  (Bland-Hawthorn & Maloney 1999; BH et al. 2001)  

        fesc < 0.02-0.05  (spec. Leitherer+95; Deharveng+01) 

          fesc ~ 0.03 Haro11 (Leitet+11, but see Grimes+07, fesc<~2%) 

Z~1   fesc < 0.02-0.05  (Siana+10; Malkan+03; Cowie+09; Bridge+11; Ferguson+01) 

Z~3   fesc < 0.73  Inoue+05 (phot, 2 LBGs) 

                 < 0.15  Fernandez-Soto+03 (phot, 27 LBGs) 

                 < 0.16  Giallongo+02 (spec, 2 LBGs) 

                 < 0.05  Boutsia+11 (phot, 11 LBGs)  (LBT deep, ApJ) 

         fesc > 0.5   (spec. Stacking; ~30 LBGs,  Steidel+01) 

         fesc > 0.1   (spec. Stacking; 14 LBGs, Shapley+06) 

           fesc > 0.2    (phot. NB, Iwata+09; Nestor+11) ~ 50 LyC  

 

Many show 

spatially  

offset LyC  

Z~2   <fesc> < 0.075 (c.l. 95%) (Chen+07) from GRBs 

0% 

10% 

1                 2                3 z 

fesc 

? 

See Inoue+06, Haardt+11 



Observation of the fesc for z~3 galaxies: problems  

(Shapley+06)   2 LBG with LyC out of 14 LyC 

R NB U-band F814 

ACS 

R 

STILL (BIG) UNCERTAINTIES ON THE CURRENT LyC EMITTERS ! 

- SPEC: Stack Steidel+01: what about foreground superposition ? 

- SPEC: Shapley+06: one source not confirmed, the other unknown z 

- PHOT: Iwata+09 and Nestor+11 (LAEs with NB): 

                 A) Many are still high-z candidates  

                 B) Not clear the AGN contribution 

                 C) Majority (>70%) show LyC offset from UV, and  

                      anomalous (f1500/f900) ratio (i.e. f900>f1500) !  (see Inoue+11) 

? 

Not confirmed with  

deep NB of Iwata+09  

and Nestor+11 

F336W 

WFC3 

Siana in prep. 

- Shapley+06: SSA22-C49 candidate,  

  Prob. ~ 22% of superposition (zspec ??) 

- Steidel+01 stacked spectrum: Prob. >~ 50% to have at least one foreground obj. 
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What reionizes (and keeps ionized) the Universe? 

 

Something has got to evolve if we do not 

want to invoke exotic explanations 

(e.g. decaying DM or neutrinos Scott, Rees, Sciama 1991; 

Pierpaoli 2004 

    primordial Pop III? Ciardi+00, BH? Madau+04) 

• Faint end of the QSO LF 

• Fesc(L, z) 
• Clumpiness? 





HI and HeII reion. shouldn’t bee too close  

 
Bolton+2011 

 



Si IV/CIV ratio 

Songaila 1998 

Kim Cristiani D’Odorico 2002 

see Fechner 2011 


